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Customer Advisory 23rd Dec 2020
 
We hope you; your family & colleagues are safe and best in health.
 

The country continues to face a dynamic and challenging situation due to the
new strain of coronavirus which has speedily become the dominant strain in
South Britain. apart from that the market conditions of Air Freight & Ocean
Freight is also mentioned.
 

New Strain of COVID - 19
 

The new strain is spreading very rapidly as it carries mutations that could imply
that children are as vulnerable to becoming infected with it as adults - contrary
to previous strains with up to 70%. The new strain has spurred heightened
restrictions in the country and passenger flight bans within Europe and globally
with the cases reaching 1100 according to a statement from public health
England.
 

On Monday (21st December 2020), India also joined several other countries in
banning passenger flights to and from the United Kingdom from December 22
to December 31, 2020 in hopes of curbing the spread of the new strain.
 

The situation is growing at a rapid pace and we will keep you updated on the
present status.
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Air Freight
 

General market conditions remain stable but the peak period of year-end rush and
holidays is around the corner and we have witnessed an increased in demand for Air
Freight. 

Capacity from US into IN (All gateways) remains constrained likewise capacity from
China to India remains challenging due to an increase in year-end demand into EU/US
destination.

The  reduced capacity due to lack of passenger aircraft is further aggravated by current
ocean freight volatility which is driving manufacturers to use Air freight mode to uplift
parts for manufacturing needs to avoid plant downtimes. 

Most of the countries connecting to the UK from the EU & MEA has also
imposed restrictions. This will further impact Airfreight connectivity both ways into the
UK and in turn increase, the cargo/kg as the flight will not have passenger revenue. We
expect this to cause more constraints in capacity cancellation for onward connection
from the UK across various destination in the world including connectivity to the EU
and the US.

For any specific upliftment Air Freight requirement needs ex Far East-IN, IN-EU, IN-US
& vice versa, please contact undersigned or any of our customer service contacts. To
mitigate the supply-demand imbalance during this peak period & ocean volatility, we
are also continuing to arrange charters ranging from 20-100 MT for supporting our
customer needs.  For any such charter requirement please do reach out to
undersigned or our account managers directly.
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Ocean Freight
 

The situation for Ocean remains challenging in the area of rate levels and capacity.
With the strong recovery of the export market Ex India, the booking demand for all
trade lanes has exceeded and is expected to further increase in Q1 2021.

The increased export demand is affected by equipment shortage due to the slow
turnaround of the containers and low imports for India. The equipment situation is
expected to remain severe for the coming few months.

Shortage of equipment is a concern with all the APAC and European countries which is
further putting pressure on the import volumes to India.

Carriers apply strict yield management which also impacts year-round 2021 contracts
significantly. Long Haul trades and the Premium Services for space guarantee are the
priority for the carriers. Rates continue to rise due to the above challenges and space
takes precedence.

DB Schenker strongly recommends advance planning and early booking of your
shipments to reduce the above-mentioned challenges. The current circumstances
make it very important for our customers to plan volume forecast (we advise 4 to 8
weeks in advance) and be flexible to re-route cargo (for congested destinations). 

 
Capacity vs Rates
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For all ad-hoc FCL requirements ex Far East-IN, IN-EU, IN-US & vice versa, please
contact undersigned or  any of our customer service contacts for support.  We are
working with appointed carrier partner to bring guaranteed equipment availability to
support your supply chain needs.

Relevant Contact for the News
 
Suresh Kumar Kannappan
 
Chief Commercial Officer
Email: suresh-kumar.kannappan@dbschenker.com     

Disclaimer: We have used our utmost care in providing the information above. While the information above
has been provided to the best of our knowledge and ability, the DB Schenker Group does not assume any
liabilities arising from this information or the use thereof.
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